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Echo-less Photoconductive Switches for High-Resolution Terahertz Time-domain Spectroscopy

1. A buried metal interdigitated photoconductive switch

![Schematic of a standard photoconductive switch](image1)

![Schematic of a buried metal photoconductive switch](image2)

![Cut view of a buried metal interdigitated photoconductive switch](image3)

![Calculated electrical potential U](image4)

2. Experimental characterization as emitter

![Experimental setup for emitters' characterization](image5)

![Numerical simulations of the relative frequency response of a buried metal switch compared to standard switch](image6)

3. LT-GaAs layer for switches as detectors

![LT-GaAs MBE growth on a Si GaAs substrate](image7)

![Pre-photolithography sample](image8)

4. Time traces and echo suppression

![Resolution limited only by echo in detection crystal (42 ps time window)](image9)

![Resolution limited only by delay line length and probe beam alignment stability during scan](image10)

5. Spectral resolution improvement

![Rotational lines of water are resolved](image11)

![Demonstrating high-resolution detection](image12)

Conclusions:
- THz pulse generation and detection with echo suppression.
- High-resolution in the spectral window 500 GHz – 3.5 THz experimentally demonstrated.
- Demonstration of 9 GHz spectral resolution from 2\(\frac{\nu}{\nu_1}\) to 2\(\frac{\nu}{\nu_2}\) and 3\(\frac{\nu}{\nu_3}\) to 2\(\frac{\nu}{\nu_4}\) water vapour rotational lines measurement.
- Perspectives:
  - better understanding of spectral properties, including influence of the distance between electrodes and the buried metal plane.
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Overview

Interdigitated photoconductive (iPC) switches are powerful and convenient devices for time-resolved spectroscopy, with the ability to operate both as sources and detectors of terahertz (THz) frequency pulses. However, reflection of the emitted or detected radiation within the device substrate itself can lead to echoes that inherently limit the spectroscopic resolution achievable from their use in time-domain spectroscopy (TDS) systems. We demonstrate a design of iPC switches for THz pulse emission and detection that suppresses such unwanted echoes and provides high-resolution in frequency. As a proof-of-principle, the 2\(\frac{\nu}{\nu_1}\) to 2\(\frac{\nu}{\nu_2}\) and the 3\(\frac{\nu}{\nu_3}\) to 2\(\frac{\nu}{\nu_4}\) rotational lines of water vapor have been spectrally resolved, demonstrating a spectral resolution below 10 GHz.
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